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Abstract. Blockwise access to data is a central theme in the design of efficient external memory (EM) algorithms. A second important issue, when more than one disk
is present, is fully parallel disk I/O. In this paper we present a simple, deterministic
simulation technique which transforms certain Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP)
algorithms into efficient parallel EM algorithms. It optimizes blockwise data access
and parallel disk I/O and, at the same time, utilizes multiple processors connected
via a communication network or shared memory. We obtain new improved parallel EM algorithms for a large number of problems including sorting, permutation,
matrix transpose, several geometric and GIS problems including three-dimensional
convex hulls (two-dimensional Voronoi diagrams), and various graph problems. We
show that certain parallel algorithms known for the BSP model can be used to obtain EM algorithms that meet well known I/O complexity lower bounds for various
problems, including sorting.
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Introduction

1.1.

Motivation

Some of the key applications of parallel computing include astrophysical models, genetic
sequencing, geographic information systems, ecological models, weather prediction,
telecommunications applications, commercial digital video and audio, digital libraries,
government information systems, and biological models for medical applications. Researchers in all of these applications currently face data sets of terabyte size, perhaps
increasing to petabytes in the foreseeable future. If parallel computing is to succeed in
these areas, it needs to solve the problem of how to obtain efficient parallel disk I/O.
Research in external memory (EM) algorithms has recently received considerable attention. Primary references are the report of the ACM workshop on strategic directions
in computing research, edited by Gibson et al. [27] and Vitter’s survey [47]. The main
questions are how to optimize blockwise and simultaneous access to multiple disks, and
how to combine this with a parallel processing environment where multiple processors
(each with multiple disks) are connected via a communication network or shared memory. Closely related problems are how to include the effects of network caching and
multilevel memory hierarchies in general.
1.2.

Review: Parallel Disk Model and Previous Results

We outline a few results on EM algorithms which relate directly to our work. A more
complete survey can be found in [47].
A well-studied model of computation for EM algorithms is the Parallel Disk Model
(PDM) introduced by Vitter and Shriver [49]. It is used to model the two-level memory
hierarchy consisting of parallel disks connected to one or more processors which communicate via a shared internal memory or a hypercube like network. The PDM uses the
following parameters: N = problem size, M = internal memory size, B = block transfer
size, D = number of disk drives, and p = number of processors, where M < N , and
1 ≤ DB ≤ M/2. All sizes are in units of application data items. The PDM cost measure is the number of I/O operations required by an algorithm, where DB items can be
transferred between the internal memory and the disk system in a single I/O operation.
Floyd [24] studied sorting (and matrix transpose) in a single-disk single-processor
model, where B = M/2 = (N c ), for some constant c > 0, and provided upper and
lower I/O bounds. Aggarwal and Vitter [2] generalized Floyd’s model and provided
matching upper and lower I/O bounds for several problems, and these bounds apply to
the PDM. In the worst case, the number of I/Os required for sorting is ((N /BD) log M/B
(N /B))1 [2], [47]. Several EM algorithms exist for sorting, including [1]–[3], [37], [38],
[49], [50], and [39]. Surprisingly, it turns out that performing a permutation requires
(min{N /D, (N /BD) log M/B (N /B)}) I/Os [2], [47], although permutation can be
performed in linear time in the RAM model. Similarly, the worst-case number of I/Os
required to transpose an N = p × q matrix from row-major order to column-major order
is ((N /BD) log M/B min(M, p, q, N /B)) [2], [47]. Cormen et al. [17] have studied the
1

Log M/B (N /B) is defined to mean max{1, log M/B (N /B)}.
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optimal number of I/Os required to perform several special classes of permutations. This
includes permutations arising in matrix transpose, FFTs, hypercubes, matrix reblocking.
Arge et al. [6] show that any problem which requires (N log N ) comparisons in the
comparison model, requires ((N /B) log M/B (N /B)) I/Os in the PDM.
EM algorithms have been proposed for a number of problems arising in computational geometry [7], [5], [18], [30], geographical information systems [7], [46], and
graphs [4], [13], [31], [33], [44]. Over the last few years, comprehensive computing and
cost models, that incorporate multiple disks and multiple processors have been proposed
[15], [21], [23], [35].
The Parallel Random Access Memory (PRAM) model [25] has been used for many
years as a model of parallel computation and has supported the development of a rich
theory of parallel computation; see, for example, [32] and [34]. The PRAM assumption of a large shared random access memory with uniform cost access to every cell by
each processor has the advantage of simplicity but has also prompted alternative proposals intended to be more representative of practical machines. These include the Bulk
Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model of Valiant [45], the Coarse-Grained Multicomputer
(CGM) of Dehne et al. [22], the LogP model of Culler et al. [19], and the Extended BSP
(BSP*) model of Bäumker et al. [10].
Several suggestions have been made regarding the simulation of parallel algorithms
as EM algorithms. This includes the work of Atallah and Tsay [8], the results of Chiang
et al. [13] on simulating PRAM algorithms, and the results of Sibeyn and Kaufmann
[42], Dehne et al. [21], and Dittrich et al. [23] on simulating BSP, CGM, and BSP*
algorithms.
1.3.

Review: Parallel Models of Computation and Related Work

The BSP model was proposed by Valiant [45] as a “bridging model for parallel computation”; a standard model on which both hardware and software designs can agree.
The stated objective of the BSP model is to provide a model that is simultaneously
useful to hardware designers, algorithm designers, and programmers of parallel computers. The BSP model has parameters N , v, g, and L. It consists of v processor/memory
components, a router that delivers messages in a point to point fashion, and a facility to
synchronize all processors. Each processor has a unique label in the range 0, 1, . . . , v−1.
Computation proceeds in a succession of supersteps separated by synchronizations, usually divided into communication and computation supersteps, see Figure 1. In computation supersteps processors perform local computations on data that is available locally at
the beginning of the superstep and issue send operations. Between computation supersteps, a communication superstep is performed, where each processor exchanges data
with its peers, via the router. An h-relation is a superstep where O(h) data are sent and
received by every processor. The parameter g is the time required to send a single word
of data between two processors, where time is measured in number of CPU operations,
and the parameter L is the minimum setup time or latency of a superstep, measured in
CPU operations.
The cost of a computation on the BSP model is represented by the sum of three
quantities, one for computation time, one for communication time, and one for the time
required by the processors to synchronize. Let A be a BSP algorithm, operating on
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Fig. 1.

A BSP computation.

input data of size N items. Let β be its parallel computation time, let α be the number
of words of data sent between processors during the execution of A, and let λ be the
number of supersteps required by A to solve a problem of size N . Then the cost T (A)
of the computation is
T (A) = β + g · α + λ · L .
A CGM algorithm [22] is a particular kind of BSP algorithm where the communication part of each superstep consists of exactly one h-relation with h = (N /v).
In contrast to [22], however, we use the cost model of BSP [45] for analyzing CGM
algorithms.
The BSP* model [10] is a special case of the BSP model where each message is
assessed a minimum cost equivalent to a message of size b items. The BSP* model
therefore gives incentives to send messages of at least b in size.
While the PDM captures computation and I/O costs, it is designed for a specific
type of communication network, where a communication operation is expected to take a
single unit of time, comparable with a single CPU instruction. BSP and similar parallel
models capture communication and computational costs for a more general class of
interconnection networks, but do not capture I/O costs. Cormen and Goodrich [15]
posed the challenge of combining BSP-like parallel algorithms with the requirements
for parallel disk I/O, and, specifically, the need for a combined model. Such combined
models, namely EM-BSP and its variants, were proposed in [21].
The EM-BSP model [21] is an extension of the BSP model to include secondary
local memories (see Figure 2). In addition to its local memory, each processor has an
EM in the form of a set of hard disks. This model has four additional parameters, namely
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Illustration of an EM-CGM model.

the size of local memory of each processor M, the number of disks at each processor
D, the transfer block size B, and the ratio G of local computational capacity (number
of local computation operations) divided by local I/O capacity (number of blocks of
size B that can be transferred between the local disks and memory) per unit time. Like
a computation on the BSP model, a computation on the EM-BSP model proceeds in
a succession of supersteps. Communication and computation supersteps occur as in
the BSP model and multiple I/O operations are permitted during a single computation
superstep. For the EM-BSP model, the computation cost, tcomp , and communication cost,
tcomm , are the same as for the BSP model. For each local operation the RAM uniform cost
measure is used. For an h-relation, i.e., a routing request where each processor sends and
receives at most h messages of size b, g ·h + L time units are charged per communication
j
superstep. The I/O cost (or I/O time) of a computation superstep is tI/O = maxvj=1 {wI/O }
j

where wI/O is the I/O cost incurred by processor j. Each I/O operation costs G time
steps. For a computation superstep with at most tcomp local operations on each processor,
tcomp + tI/O + L time units are charged. The total cost of each superstep is therefore
tcomp + tcomm + tI/O + L.
An algorithm for a BSP/BSP*/CGM model with multiple disks attached to each
processor (see Figure 2) is referred to as an EM-BSP/EM-BSP*/EM-CGM algorithm.
Since the BSP, BSP*, and CGM models are very similar, algorithms which are efficient
on the BSP* and CGM models are also BSP algorithms. Because of this similarity, we
refer to BSP* and CGM algorithms as BSP algorithms, and to EM-BSP* and EM-CGM
algorithms as EM-BSP algorithms.
Let A∗ be the best sequential algorithm on the RAM for a problem P of size N
items, and let T (A∗ ) be its worst case runtime. Let c ≥ 1 be a constant. A c-optimal EMBSP algorithm A for v processors is c-optimal in communication and I/O if it meets the
following criteria (all asymptotic bounds are with respect to the problem size N → ∞):
• The ratio ϕ between the computation times of A and T (A∗ )/v is in c + o(1).
• The ratio ξ between the communication time of A and the computation time
T (A∗ )/v is in o(1).
• The ratio η between the I/O time of A and the computation time T (A∗ )/v is in
o(1).
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Note that the constraint on η differentiates this definition from the corresponding
one for non-external memory parallel algorithms proposed in [26]. The simultaneous
satisfaction of the constraints ϕ ∈ c + o(1), ξ ∈ o(1), and η ∈ o(1) is a stringent
requirement to place on an EM-BSP algorithm. It is not always possible to show that
the running time of an algorithm is dominated by its computation time, for instance.
Various relaxations of the requirements on ϕ, ξ , and η are possible. One such relaxation
comes from the notion of balancing the costs of computation, communication, and
I/O, so that none of them dominates the running time, and the work done in each is
asymptotically the same as the work of an optimal sequential algorithm. We use the
terms work-optimal, communication-efficient, and I/O-efficient to describe an algorithm
for which ϕ ∈ O(1), ξ ∈ O(1), and η ∈ O(1), respectively. An algorithm which
is work-optimal, communication-efficient, and I/O-efficient, therefore, is one whose
running time complexity is no worse than the complexity T (A∗ )/v. Constant factors are
ignored.
1.4.

New Results

In this paper we show that any v processor BSP algorithm A which communicates
via h-relations of size h = O(N /v) with λ supersteps/rounds, local memory size µ,
computation time β +λL, and communication time gα +λL can be simulated, deterministically, as a p-processor EM-BSP algorithm A with (v/ p)λ rounds, computation time
(v/ p)(β + O(λµ)) + (v/ p)λL, communication time (v/ p)gα + (v/ p)λL, and I/O time
(v/ p)G · O(λ(µ/DB)) + (v/ p)λL for M = (µ), N = (vDB), and B = O(N /v 2 ).
Let g(N ), L(N ), and v(N ) be increasing functions of N . If A is c-optimal on
the BSP model for g ≤ g(N ), L ≤ L(N ), and v ≤ v(N ), then A is c-optimal for
β = ω(λµ), g ≤ g(N ), G = BD · o(β/µλ), and L ≤ L(N ) · p/v. A is work-optimal,
communication-efficient, and I/O-efficient if A is work-optimal and communicationefficient, β = (λµ), g ≤ g(N ), G = BD · O(β/µλ), and L ≤ L(N ) · p/v.
The simulation technique described in this paper obtains tight upper and lower
bounds on the message size, and this attribute consequently makes the technique very
simple compared with the randomized simulation technique described in [21]. The analysis of the I/O complexity of our algorithms is done as in the PDM. In addition, however,
we analyze the communication and computational complexities and hence the overall
asymptotic running time.
In Section 3 we present new EM algorithms for a large number of problems by
applying our simulation technique to parallel algorithms for these problems. Tables 1
and 2 summarize the performance of a selection of new EM-BSP algorithms obtained
via the simulation techniques presented in this paper. In contrast to some previous work,
these results are scalable with respect to the number of processors. The new results
improve on the previous upper bounds on I/O complexity for many problems, and also
meet I/O complexity lower bounds for certain problems. In some cases, our results may
at first appear to improve on known lower bounds. We explain the latter in Section 3.2
by pointing out that the I/O complexity lower bounds were proven for arbitrary ranges
over the various parameters involved and take a simplified form if one restricts them to
our particular range of parameter values. This answers questions of Cormen [14] and
Vitter [48] on the apparent contradictions between the results of [21] and previously
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I/O complexities as listed apply to general values for N , M, D, and B. If the constraints required by our techniques are applied to
these results, the term log M/B (N /B) becomes a constant.
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known lower bounds for sorting, permutation, and matrix transpose in EM. We argue in
Section 3.1 that our restricted parameter range is both interesting and useful in the EM
domain.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our deterministic simulation technique for single and multiple processor machines. Section 3
describes a large number of new EM algorithms obtained by simulating existing parallel
BSP algorithms for these problems. Additional summary information is included at the
beginning of these sections.

2.

Deterministic Simulation of BSP Algorithms as EM-BSP Algorithms

In this section we describe a deterministic simulation for BSP-like algorithms whose
communication can be characterized by h-relations.
Each communication superstep of the underlying BSP algorithm is divided into a
sending superstep and a receiving superstep. During a sending superstep, messages are
generated, and during a receiving superstep they are received. A compound superstep is
composed of a receiving, a computation, and a sending superstep. The execution of a BSP
algorithm proceeds as a series of compound supersteps, and can therefore be simulated
by repeated application of the simulation steps for a single compound superstep.
The processors of the BSP machine are called virtual processors, and v denotes
their number. The context of a virtual processor is the local memory it uses, and the
context size of a virtual processor is the maximum size of its context used during the
computation. The maximum context size of all virtual processors is µ = (N /v). We
denote the maximum size of the data sent or received by any virtual processor over all
supersteps by γ = (N /v).
Suppose we have a problem P with N problem items, for which a BSP algorithm
A is known on a machine C  with v processors. We describe a simulation of A on a
real machine C with p processors, each having D local disks. The simulation models
message transmissions of A on C  by disk I/O on C. The resulting algorithm A for P
on C can be characterized by the parameters (N , p, M, D, B, G, λ, g, L), where p ≤ v
is the number of real processors, M = (N /v) is the size of the local memory on each
of the real processors, D is the number of disk drives on each real processor, B is the
transfer block size to the disks, g is the time required for a communication operation on
the real machine, G is the time for a parallel I/O operation of DB items of P to the D
disks of a local processor, L is the time required for the real processors to synchronize,
and λ is the number of supersteps performed by A on P and C.
In Section 2.2 we describe a deterministic simulation technique that permits a BSP
algorithm with fixed-size messages to be simulated as an EM algorithm on a single
processor target machine. Section 2.3 deals with the multiple processor case. Our simulation techniques replace communication between processors by disk I/O, and so an
important issue is how to organize the generated messages on the D disks so that they
can be accessed using blocked and fully parallel I/O operations. Both Sections 2.2 and
2.3 assume that the BSP algorithm in question communicates using fixed-size messages.
This leads to a simple simulation approach. A common issue in both cases is how to
handle irregular h-relations. A method for handling this issue is the topic of Section 2.1.
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Section 2.4 presents our generalized simulation result, incorporating the simulation ideas
of Section 2.3 and the balancing of message sizes from Section 2.1.
2.1.

Balancing Communication

Consider a single compound superstep of the original parallel algorithm. The communication in such a superstep may be highly irregular, meaning that a given processor
may send messages of widely differing sizes to the other processors. In simulating the
message traffic we intend to reserve space for each message on disk and replace message sending/receiving by disk writes/reads. We cannot, however, simply use the upper
bound on message length as an estimate of the message length, as the maximum length
may be O(N /v). If we reserve O(N /v) space on disk for each message, we will need
O(v N ) space in total, which would be prohibitive.
We therefore borrow a parallel algorithm due to Bader et al. [9] which balances the
message sizes at the cost of two rounds of communication, and gives us a much more
usable upper bound on the message size. We will show that it also gives us a useful lower
bound on message size that permits blocked disk I/O in the EM domain.
Algorithm: BalancedRouting (from [9])
Input: Each of the v processors has n̄/v elements, which are divided into v messages,
each of arbitrary length ≤ n̄/v. Let msgij denote the message to be sent from processor
i to processor j, and let |msgij | be the length of such a message.
Output: The v messages in each processor are delivered to their final destinations in two
balanced rounds of communication, and each processor then contains at most h̄ data.
A. For i = 0 to (v − 1) in parallel
1. Processor i allocates v local bins, one for each processor
2. For j = 0 to (v − 1)
3. For  = 0 to |msgij |
Processor i allocates the th word of msgij to local bin (i + j + ) mod v
4. Processor i sends bin j to processor j
Superstep Boundary
B. For j = 0 to (v − 1) in parallel
1. Processor j reorganizes the messages it received in Step 2 (of Superstep A)
into bins according to each element’s final destination
2. Processor j routes the contents of bin k to processor k, for 0 ≤ k ≤ v − 1
Algorithm BalancedRouting gives us a technique for acquiring messages of nearly uniform size. We will show upper and lower bounds on the message size, which
allow us to save and retrieve messages on the disks in an efficient and convenient
manner.
A total of n̄ data is divided evenly among v processors. Each item is labeled with
the identifier of a destination processor in such a way that no more than h̄ items have
the same destination, where h̄ ≥ n̄/v. Algorithm BalancedRouting delivers these items
to their destination in two rounds of communication, where no message differs in size
from any other by more than v − 1 items.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of maximum imbalance in the bin sizes of a processor during Superstep A. The light circles
represent evenly placed elements and the dark circles are unevenly placed, or “extra,” ones. The maximum bin
size (bin v − 1 in the diagram) is at most (v − 1)/2 more than the average, and the minimum bin size (bin 0
in the diagram) is at most (v − 1)/2 less than the average.

Theorem 1. We are given v processors and n̄ data items. Each processor has exactly
n̄/v data to be redistributed among the processors, and no processor is to be the recipient
of more than h̄ data. The redistribution can be accomplished in two communication
rounds of balanced communication: (A) messages in the first round are at least n̄/v 2 −
(v − 1)/2, and at most n̄/v 2 + (v − 1)/2 in size, and (B) messages in the second round
are at least h̄/v − (v − 1)/2, and at most h̄/v + (v − 1)/2 in size.
Proof. The proof of the maximum message sizes is given by Bader et al. [9]. The proof
of the minimum message sizes relies on the following observation (see Figure 3): if
binmin is the smallest bin created at a processor in Step 1 of Superstep A, then the other
(v − 1) bins can contain at most 1 + 2 + · · · + (v − 1) = v(v − 1)/2 more elements
than does binmin (see Figure 3).
In round A each processor initially has n̄/v data. At the end of Superstep B, each
processor will have at most h̄ data.
First, we consider the minimum message size in Superstep A. Due to the round robin
allocation mechanism, a given bin after Step 1 will contain at most one more element
of a message to processor j than does any other bin. We fix any processor i. Consider
the bin sizes after all of the messages have been distributed among the bins by processor
i (see Figure 3). Clearly, all of the bins will contain at least as many elements as the
smallest bin, binmin . Let e j be the number of extra elements (more than this minimum)
in bin j at Step 2. The crucial observation is that if binmin is the smallest bin, then
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the other (v − 1) bins can hold at most 1 + 2 + · · · + (v − 1) = v(v − 1)/2 extra
elements.
Thus,

n̄
ej .
= v| bin | +
min
v
j
Since v(v − 1)/2 ≥


j

e j , we have

n̄
v(v − 1)
≤ v| bin | +
,
min
v
2
n̄
v−1
| bin | ≥ 2 −
.
min
v
2
We now turn to the message sizes in Superstep B. The elements which arrive at processor
j as a result of Step 2 are the contents of the jth local bins formed in Step 1 at each of the
processors 0 through v − 1. We can think of the jth local bin of each of the v processors
as a component of a single, global superbin, which is the union of the jth local bins of
all v processors. Consider only the messages destined for a fixed processor k which are
held by each processor i, 0 ≤ i ≤ v − 1, prior to Step 1. These are allocated among the
superbins, starting with superbin (i + k) mod v by Step 1. Superbin j now contains the
message which is to be sent from processor j to processor k in Step 4.
In a similar manner to the analysis of Superstep A, let E j be the number of extra
elements in superbin j after Step 1. Let sbinmin be the superbin which contains the
minimum number of elements after Step 1, and hence |sbinmin | represents the minimum
message size in Step 4. When processor k is one of the
processors which receives the
maximum h data elements, we have h̄ = v|sbinmin | + j E j , and since v(v − 1)/2 ≥

j E j , we have |sbinmin | ≥ h̄/v − (v − 1)/2.
The notion of an h-relation is often used in the analysis of parallel algorithms based
on BSP-like models (e.g. BSP, BSP*, CGM). An h-relation is a communication superstep
in which each of the v processors sends and receives at most h data items. It is typically
used in bounding the communication complexity in an asymptotic analysis. Based on
this usage of an h-relation, we have:
Corollary 1. An arbitrary h-relation can be replaced by two balanced h-relations
whose message size is bounded by h/v − (v − 1)/2 and h/v + (v − 1)/2.
Proof. In Theorem 1, clearly h̄ ≥ n̄/v. For h = h̄ ≥ n̄/v we have a message size of at
most h/v + (v − 1)/2 for each of the two rounds of communication. We can reproduce
the precise conditions of Theorem 1 by adding dummy items if necessary in Superstep A
to ensure that n̄/v = h.
We can assume a minimum message size of h/v − (v − 1)/2 in the second round
because the cost of communication is bounded by the assumption of an h-relation. When
every processor is the destination of h data, it does not affect the worst case complexity of
the superstep. We can therefore assume that every processor receives h data (by adding
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dummy items for the sake of the argument). Hence the minimum message size for any
processor in Superstep B becomes h/v − (v − 1)/2 without affecting the asymptotic
communication cost of the superstep.
Lemma 1.

An arbitrary minimum message size bmin can be assured provided that

N ≥ v 2 bmin +

v 2 (v − 1)
,
2

(1)

where N is the total number of problem items (summed over the v processors).
Proof. From Corollary 1, we can achieve a minimum message size bmin provided that
bmin ≤ N /v 2 − (v − 1)/2.
Assurances regarding the minimum message size are particularly relevant to the
BSP* model. In Section 2.5 we discuss the use of algorithm BalancedRouting and
Theorem 1 for creating BSP* algorithms from BSP algorithms.
In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 we describe the simulation of BSP algorithms with the
additional properties that algorithm BalancedRouting provides. Not every BSP algorithm
will require balancing, but Lemma 2 ensures that we can obtain balanced message sizes
when necessary by increasing the number of supersteps by a factor of 2.
Lemma 2. Let A be a BSP algorithm with N data, v processors, and λ communication
steps, where h = N /v in every step. The λ communication steps of A can be replaced
by 2λ steps of balanced communication in which the minimum message size is (B)
and the maximum message size is 2 · (N /v 2 ) provided that N ≥ v 2 B + v 2 (v − 1)/2.
Proof. The minimum and maximum message sizes follow from Corollary 1, with
h = N /v, and the constraint that N /v 2 + (v − 1)/2 ≤ 2 · (N /v 2 ). This is true if
N ≥ v 2 (v − 1)/2, which is absorbed by (1) from Lemma 1.
In many practical EM situations 2(N /v 2 ) will be a significant overestimate of the
maximum message size, as often v  N /v 2 .
2.2.

Single Processor Target Machine

We now turn to the actual simulation results, which rely on a message size of c · B,
for a known constant c ≥ 1. For irregular h-relations, this requirement can be met by
applying algorithm BalancedRouting (see Lemma 2), for B = N /v̄ 2 and c = 2. (Note
that not every algorithm will require balancing; see AlgorithmTranspose in Section 3.6
for an example of a BSP algorithm whose messages are already balanced.)
For the case of a single EM processor, we simulate a compound superstep of a
BSP algorithm A, using the algorithm SeqCompoundSuperstep, shown below. No real
communication is required. Lemma 3 gives the resulting complexities for a single compound superstep, and Theorem 2 summarizes the overall simulation result for a single
real processor. For ease of exposition, we assume that k divides v.
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Lemma 3. A compound superstep of a v-processor BSP algorithm A with computation
time τ + L, communication time g · O(N /v)+ L, message size c · B, for a known constant
c ≥ 1, and local memory size µ can be simulated as a single processor EM-BSP algorithm
A in computation time vτ + O(vµ) and I/O time O(G(N /BD + vµ/BD)) provided
that M ≥ kµ + BD, and N = (v̄BD) for an arbitrary integer k ≤ v, and v̄ = v/k.
Proof. Since messages are at most c · B in size we can allocate fixed-sized slots for
them on the disks while preserving an O(vµ) disk space requirement. The assurance of
minimum message size (B) further implies that I/O operations will be blocked.
We simulate a compound superstep of BSP algorithm A using algorithm SeqCompoundSuperstep, shown below. The algorithm expects the input messages to the virtual
processors in the current superstep to be organized (by destination) in a parallel format
on the disks, and it also writes the messages generated in the current superstep to the
disks in a parallel format. We use the phrase “a parallel format” to mean an arrangement
of the data that permits fully parallel access to the disks, both for writing the messages,
and for reading them back in a different order in the next superstep. The consecutive and
staggered formats, defined below, are parallel formats.
Consecutive format. We say that a disk read/write operation on D blocks is consecutive
when the qth block, 0 ≤ q ≤ D, is read/written from/to disk (d + q) mod D on track
T0 +(d+q)/D, where T0 is the track used for the first of the D blocks to be read/written,
and d is the disk offset (from disk 0) for the first of the D blocks to be read/written.
Staggered format. We say that a disk read/write operation on D blocks involving n
messages, each of size at most b blocks, is staggered when the qth block, 0 ≤ q ≤
(b − 1), of the jth message, 0 ≤ j ≤ (n − 1), is read/written from/to disk (d + S + q)
mod D on track T0 + (d + S + q)/D, where T0 is the track used for the blocks of
the 0th message, d is the disk offset (from disk 0) for the first of the D blocks to be
read/written, and S/D is the number of tracks by which consecutive messages are to
be staggered (separated).
Algorithm SeqCompoundSuperstep simulates a compound superstep of a v-processor BSP on a single processor EM-BSP with D disks. It simulates k processors at a time,
where 1 ≤ k ≤ v, provided that the simulating processor has M = (kµ) memory.
Algorithm: SeqCompoundSuperstep
Input: For each j ∈ {0, . . . , v − 1} the blocks of the context are stored on the disks in
consecutive format, and the arriving messages of virtual processor j are spread over
the D disks consecutive format.
Output: (i) The (changed) contexts of the v simulated processors are spread across the
disks in consecutive format. (ii) The generated messages for each processor in the
next superstep are stored in consecutive format on the disks.
1. For j = 0 to v/k − 1
(a) Read the context of virtual processors jk to ( j + 1)k − 1 from the disks into
memory.
(b) Read the packets received by virtual processors jk to ( j + 1)k − 1 from the
disks.
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To Proc. j+2
From i

To Proc. j+1
From i

To Proc. j
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Fig. 4. llustration of the layout of message blocks on the D disks. In the example we have D = 5 and
message size b = 2 blocks. Messages from processor i to processors j, j + 1, and j + 2 are shown as shaded
rectangles. Messages to consecutively numbered processors are staggered on the disks to permit D blocks to
be written in parallel.

(c) Simulate the local computation of virtual processors jk to ( j + 1)k − 1.
(d) Write the packets which were sent by virtual processors jk to ( j + 1)k − 1
to the D disks in the staggered format illustrated in Figure 4. See below for
details.
(e) Write the changed context of virtual processors jk to ( j + 1)k − 1 back to
the D disks (in consecutive format).
Details of Steps (a) and (e): We reserve an area of total size vµ on the disks, vµ/BD
blocks on each disk, where we store the contexts. We split the context Vj of virtual processor j into blocks of size B and store the ith block of Vj on disk (i + j (µ/B)) mod D
using track (i + j (µ/B))/D. Since the context of each processor is now in striped format on the disks, we can read and write the contexts of k consecutive virtual processors
using D disks in parallel for every I/O operation.
Details of Step (b): The previous compound superstep guaranteed that the blocks
which contain the messages destined for the current processor are stored in consecutive
format on the disks. Therefore, we can use a similar technique to fetch the messages as
we used to fetch the contexts.
Details of Step (d): After the Computation Phase, all messages sent by the current
k virtual processors have been generated and stored in internal memory. The coarsegrained nature of the underlying BSP algorithm results in large messages (see Lemma 2)
which are as long or longer than the block size B. We cut the messages into blocks of
size B. Each block inherits the destination address from its original message. In kγ /BD
rounds, we write the blocks out to the disks, as described in detail below. Recall that
γ is the maximum size of the data sent or received by any virtual processor over all
supersteps.
Let b represent the maximum message size, and let b represent the maximum number
of disk blocks per message. Hence, b = b/B. Let msgij represent the message sent
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from processor vi to processor v j in one communication superstep. We store the messages
destined for a fixed processor j in consecutive format, beginning with msg0 j and ending
with msgv−1, j . We ensure that the first block of msgi, j+1 is assigned to disk (b0 + b )
mod D, for 0 ≤ j ≤ v − 2, where b0 is the disk number of the first block for msgij .
In other words, the starting block positions for messages to consecutive processors are
appropriately staggered on the disks to ensure that we can write blocks of messages
to consecutively numbered processors in a single parallel I/O when b mod D = 0.
Let Tj = j · vb /D be the track offset for msg0 j (the first such message destined for
processor v j ). Let d j = jb mod D be the disk offset (from disk 0) for the first block
of msg0 j . The qth block of msgij is assigned to disk (d j + ib + q) mod D on track
Tj + (d j + ib + q)/D. This storage scheme maintains what we call the messaging
matrix across the parallel disks. The messages destined to a particular virtual processor
are stored in a band, or stripe, of consecutive parallel tracks.
Outgoing message blocks are placed in a FIFO queue for servicing by procedure
DiskWrite. DiskWrite removes at most D blocks from the queue in each write cycle and
writes them to the disks in a single write operation. Blocks are serviced strictly in FIFO
order. Blocks will be added to the current write cycle and removed from the queue until
a block is encountered whose disk number conflicts with that of an earlier block in the
current write cycle.
Since the messages destined for any given processor are stored in consecutive format
on the disks, we can read the messages received by a virtual processor using D disks in
parallel for every I/O operation. Except possibly for the last, each parallel read performed
by the simulation of processor v j will obtain D message blocks. By staggering the first
message blocks for consecutive virtual processors across the disks, we can achieve fully
parallel writes to the disks.
The scheme just described requires two copies of the messaging matrix because the
messages generated by virtual processor i in compound superstep  must be stored on
disk before virtual processor i +1 can process the messages generated for it in compound
superstep  − 1.
We can avoid this extra space requirement, however, by alternating between {consecutive reads, staggered writes} and {staggered reads, consecutive writes} in successive
compound supersteps. This allows the simulation to achieve fully parallel I/O on all
message blocks with a single copy of the messaging matrix.
Algorithm SeqCompoundSuperstep loads k virtual processors into the real memory
at once, requiring that M ≥ kµ. Since the messages sent or received in a superstep by
a virtual processor are h = O(N /v) in total size, we require that kN/vB = (D) to
ensure that our I/O scheme for messages is efficient. This means that N = (v̄BD),
where v̄ = v/k.
Computation time. Steps (a) and (e) of algorithm SeqCompoundSuperstep take O(vµ)
computation time overall. In Steps (b) and (d), O(N /v) message data is routed for each
virtual processor. Over all v processors, this adds O(N ) computation time overall, which
can be ignored. Step (c) consumes vτ computation time.
I/O Time. Steps (a) and (e) consume O(G(vµ/BD)) time, and Steps (b) and (d) consume O(G(N /BD)) time overall. Since O(N / p) message data is sent in each superstep,
and N / p ≤ µ we have time O(G(vµ/BD)) due to I/O, overall.
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Thus, overall, the computation time is vτ + O(vµ) and the I/O time is O(G
(vµ/BD)).
Theorem 2. A v processor BSP algorithm A with λ supersteps, local memory size µ,
running time β + g · O(N /v) + λL, and message size c · B for some known constant
c ≥ 1, can be simulated as a single processor EM-BSP algorithm A with time vβ +
O(λvµ) + G · O(λ(vµ/BD)) for M ≥ kµ + BD, N = (v̄ 2 B), and v = (D), for an
arbitrary integer 1 ≤ k ≤ v, and v̄ = v/k.
In particular, algorithm A is c-optimal if A is c-optimal, β = ω(λµ), and G =
o(βBD/λµ). Furthermore, algorithm A is work-optimal and I/O-efficient if A is workoptimal and communication-efficient, β = (λµ), and G = O(βBD/λµ).
Proof. We use the results of Lemma 3. The computation time required to simulate the
computation steps of A is vβ. The computational overhead associated with the I/O steps
(Steps (a), (b), (d), (e)) is O(λvµ) + O(λN ). Since vµ > N the total computation time
is bounded by vβ + O(λvµ). When c-optimality is required, we therefore need λvµ =
o(vβ), or β = ω(λµ). Note that when µ = (N /v), we can substitute β = ω(λN /v)
for β = ω(λµ). For work-optimality, we require that λvµ = O(vβ), or β = (λµ).
The number of I/O operations (Steps (a), (b), (d), (e)) is O(λ(vµ/BD)) + O(λ
(N /D)), which is bounded by O(λ(vµ/BD)). For c-optimality, we require the I/O time
to be in o(vβ), which means that G = o(βBD/λµ). For I/O-efficiency, we require the
I/O time to be in O(vβ), which means that G = O(βBD/λµ).
The messages sent by a group of k virtual processors to any other group must be
large enough in total that they fill a disk block, so N = (v̄ 2 B). Also, the messages
sent or received by a group in a single superstep must fill a track of the D parallel disks,
meaning that N = (v̄BD), where v̄ = v/k. These constraints can be combined into
N = (v̄ 2 B), for v = (D).
2.3.

Multiple Processor Target Machine

For the case of p ≥ 1 processors on the EM-BSP machine we simulate a compound
superstep of a BSP algorithm A using the algorithm ParCompoundSuperstep, shown
below. Unlike in the case of a single real processor, we are now forced to perform real
communication between the processors of the target machine. Fortunately, provided that
the v virtual processors are evenly divided among the p real processors, and we use
the technique of Lemma 2, such communication is balanced. The simulation need not
introduce a randomizing round of communication for this purpose as is done in [21].
Each real processor i, 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1, executes algorithm ParCompoundSuperstep
in parallel. For ease of exposition, we assume that pk divides v.
Algorithm: ParCompoundSuperstep
Objective: Simulation of a compound superstep of a v-processor BSP on a p-processor
EM-BSP.
Input: The message and context blocks of the virtual processors are divided among
the real processors and their local disks. Each real processor i, 0 ≤ i ≤ ( p − 1),
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holds O(N /pB) blocks of messages and vµ/pB blocks of context, and each local
disk contains O(N /pBD) blocks of messages and O(vµ/pBD) blocks of context.
Output: The changed contexts and generated messages distributed as required for the
next compound superstep.
1. For j = 0 to v/pk − 1 do
(a) Read the contexts of virtual processors ijk to i( j + 1)k − 1 from the local
disks.
(b) Read any message blocks addressed to virtual processors ijk to i( j + 1)k − 1
from the local disks.
(c) Simulate the computation supersteps of virtual processors ijk to i( j +1)k −1,
collecting all generated messages in the local internal memory.
(d) Send all generated messages to the required (real) destination processors.
Upon arrival, the messages are arranged within the internal memory of the real
destination processor and then written to its disks as in the single processor
simulation; see algorithm SeqCompoundSuperstep.
(e) Write the contexts for virtual processors ijk to i( j + 1)k − 1 back to the local
disks; see algorithm SeqCompoundSuperstep.
Lemma 4. A compound superstep of a v-processor BSP algorithm A with computation
time τ + L, communication time O(g(N /v)) + L, message size c · B for some known
constant c ≥ 1, and local memory size µ can be simulated as v̄/ p compound supersteps of
a p-processor EM-BSP algorithm A in parallel computation time (v/ p)τ +O((v/ p)µ)+
(v̄/ p)L, communication time g · O(N / p)+(v̄/ p)L, and I/O time G(v/ p)· O(µ/BD)+
(v̄/ p)L), for pk ≤ v, arbitrary integer 1 ≤ k ≤ v/ p, N = (v̄ 2 B), v = (D), and
v̄ = v/k provided M ≥ kµ + BD memory is available on each real processor.
Proof. There are v/ p virtual processors resident on each real processor. Each real
processor simulates v/ p virtual processors of a round of A in a total of v/pk = v̄/ p
supersteps, as k virtual processors are simulated on each real processor in each round
of A.
Communication time.

In Step (d), in each round of A, each real processor receives

• p real messages, one from each real processor,
• pk · (v/ p) virtual messages, one from each of pk virtual processors simulated in
this round, to each of its own v/ p resident virtual processors,
• pk · (v/ p) · (N /v 2 ) = kN/v data items, since each virtual message is N /v 2 items
in size.
It also sends kN/v data in each round of A. We have v/pk such rounds, so we have (v/pk)·
2k(N /v) = 2(N / p) data to communicate overall. Therefore, the overall communication
time of A is g · O(N / p) + (v/pk)L.
I/O time. The I/O time is determined by the cost of swapping contexts plus the cost
of simulating the original messaging via I/O. Each group of k processors has context
of size O(kµ), which requires O(kµ/BD) I/O operations to swap in or out of memory.
Over v/pk supersteps, the swapping of contexts therefore costs G(v/pk) · O(kµ/BD).
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The I/O costs due to messaging between virtual processors are bounded by O(kN/vBD)
in each superstep, and so the total costs due to virtual messaging over v/pk supersteps is
G(v/pk) · O(kN/vBD). Since the context size µ = (N /v), the total I/O cost overall
is dominated by G · (v/ p)(µ/BD).
Computation time. We have p ≤ v real processors, so the time to simulate Step (c)
is (v/ p)τ . Computational overhead is contributed by O((v/pk)(kµ + kN/v)), due to
swapping of contexts (Steps (a), (e)) and messaging I/O (Steps (b), (d)). As before, the
computational overhead is dominated by the cost of swapping contexts.
Lemma 5 (Lower Bound on Number of Rounds). The number of rounds of algorithm
ParCompoundSuperstep per round of the client algorithm is v/pk.
Proof. In order to pass the problem through internal memory even once, each processor
of the real machine “touches” (N / p) data. This can be done in no fewer than (N / p)/M
rounds, where M is the internal memory size of a real processor. Since we have M =
kN/v, the number of rounds is (v/pk).
Theorem 3. A v processor BSP algorithm A with λ supersteps, computation time
β + λL, communication time gλ(N /v) + λL, local memory size µ, and message size
b = c · B for some known constant c ≥ 1 can be simulated as a p-processor EM-BSP
algorithm A with computation time (v/ p)β + (v/ p)O(λµ) + (v̄/ p)λL, communication
time gλO(N / p) + (v̄/ p)λL, and I/O time Gλ(v/ p)O(µ/BD) + (v̄/ p)λL for M ≥
kµ + BD, p ≤ v, N = (v̄ 2 B), and v = (D), for arbitrary integer 1 ≤ k ≤ v/ p,
and v̄ = v/k.
Let g(N ), L(N ), and v(N ) be increasing functions of N . If A is c-optimal on the BSP
for g ≤ g(N ), L ≤ L(N ), and v ≤ v(N ), then A is a c-optimal EM-BSP algorithm for
β = ω(λµ), g ≤ g(N ), G = o(βBD/µλ), and L ≤ L(N ) · ( p/v̄). A is work-optimal,
communication-efficient, and I/O-efficient if A is work-optimal and communicationefficient, β = (λµ), g ≤ g(N ), G = O(βBD/µλ), and L ≤ L(N ) · ( p/v̄).
Proof. We use the results of Lemma 4. The computation time required to simulate the
computation steps of A is (v/pk)kβ. The computational overhead associated with the
I/O and communication steps (Steps (a), (b), (d), (e)) is O((v/ p)λµ + (v/pk)λ(N /v))
from Lemma 4. Since µ ≥ N /v, the total computation time is bounded by (v/ p)β +
O((v/pk)λµ). When c-optimality is required, we need β = ω(λµ). Note that in many
cases N /v = (µ). Also, when only work-optimality is required, β = (λµ) suffices.
From Lemma 4, the communication time of the simulation per superstep of A is
O(g(N / p) + (v/pk)L), giving gλ(N / p) + (v/pk)λL time overall.
The I/O time (Steps (a), (b), (d), (e)) is Gλ(v/ p) · O(µ/BD) + N /vBD)), which
is bounded by Gλ(v/ p)O(µ/BD). For c-optimality, we require the I/O time to be in
o((v/ p)β), which means that G = o(βBD/λµ). For I/O-efficiency we need only that
G = O(βBD/λµ). Since the number of supersteps increases by a factor of v/pk we
require that L ≤ L(N ) · (pk/v).
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General Simulation Result

Theorem 4 states that Theorem 3 holds even if A has unknown message size, provided
that, in addition to the constraints of Theorem 3, B ≥ v/2, N ≥ v̄ 2 B, and v ≥ D.
Theorem 4. A v processor BSP algorithm A with λ supersteps, computation time
β + λL, communication time gλ(N /v) + λL, and local memory size µ can be simulated
as a p-processor EM-BSP algorithm A with computation time (v/ p)β + (v/ p)O(λµ) +
(v̄/ p)λL, communication time gλO(N / p) + (v̄/ p)λL, and I/O time Gλ(v/ p)O(µ/
BD) + (v̄/ p)λL for M ≥ kµ + BD, p ≤ v, N = (v̄ 2 B), v = (D), and B ≥ v/2,
for arbitrary integer 1 ≤ k ≤ v/ p, and v̄ = v/k.
Let g(N ), L(N ), and v(N ) be increasing functions of N . If A is c-optimal on the BSP
for g ≤ g(N ), L ≤ L(N ), and v ≤ v(N ), then A is a c-optimal EM-BSP algorithm for
β = ω(λµ), g ≤ g(N ), G = o(βBD/µλ), and L ≤ L(N ) · ( p/v̄). A is work-optimal,
communication-efficient, and I/O-efficient if A is work-optimal and communicationefficient, β = (λµ), g ≤ g(N ), G = O(βBD/µλ), and L ≤ L(N ) · ( p/v̄).
Proof. We use algorithm BalancedRouting, which ensures message size b ≤ N /v 2 ,
provided that N ≥ v 2 b + v(v − 1)/2 (Lemma 2). If b = B, and B ≥ v/2, this condition
is preserved by N ≥ v 2 B and v ≥ D which also satisfy Theorem 3.
2.5.

Summary

The result of Corollary 1 can be applied to any algorithm which communicates exclusively via h-relations. The concept of an h-relation is relevant primarily with respect
to whether it is an assumption in the analysis of the algorithm in question. Typically, a
good algorithm has been shown to be asymptotically optimal when the communication
volume to and from each processor is bounded by h in each superstep. Using Lemma 1
we can additionally ensure any desired minimum communication block size of b at the
cost of at most doubling the number of communication rounds for problems with sufficient slackness. Here we use the term communication to mean either I/O or conventional
message passing.
The main results of our simulation technique are as follows:
1. Using Theorem 3, BSP algorithms which have both BSP* and CGM properties
can be converted to EM-BSP*/EM-CGM algorithms, provided that b, B are in
(N /v 2 ), v = (D).
2. Using Theorem 4, BSP algorithms which have CGM properties can be converted
to EM-BSP*/EM-CGM algorithms, provided that b, B are in (N /v 2 ), v =
(D), and B ≥ v/2.
3. Using Corollary 1, CGM algorithms can be converted to BSP* algorithms with
b = O(N /v 2 ).
4. Using Corollary 1, conforming BSP algorithms can be converted to BSP* algorithms with b ≤ h min /v − (v − 1)/2, where h min is the minimum value of h used
in any communication superstep.
The term “conforming” in item 4 above refers to the need for the bounding concept
of an h-relation to be a universal assumption in the analysis of the original BSP algorithm
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for each of its communication rounds. It is convenient, but not necessary, that the same
value of h be used in every round.

3.

New EM Algorithms

A number of basic algorithms with applications in data structuring, computational geometry, and graph theory have been developed for BSP models by various authors. In
this section we present adaptations of a selection of these algorithms for the EM-BSP
models.
In many cases the I/O complexities of these EM-BSP algorithms appear at first
glance to contradict known lower bounds for their problems. In Section 3.2, we explain
this contradiction by discussing the effect of our constraints on the lower bounds.
In Section 3.3 we present simple BSP algorithms for the fundamental problems of
sorting, permutation, and matrix transpose, and describe their adaptations to our EMBSP models. In Tables 1 and 2 we summarize the performance of these and a number of
other new EM-BSP algorithms which we obtained from known BSP algorithms using
the simulation techniques of this paper.
3.1.

Practicality of Our Parameter Bounds

The parameter space for EM problems which we propose in this paper is both practical
and interesting. The logarithmic term in the I/O complexity of sorting is bounded by
a constant c if (M/B)c ≥ N /B, where M = N /v. Since this constraint involves the
parameters v, B, N , and c, we have a four-dimensional constraint space. For practical
purposes, the parameter B can be fixed at about 103 for disk I/O (see Figure 5) [43]. This
reduces the parameter space to three dimensions. We plot the surface N c−1 = v c B c−1 in
Figure 6. Any point on or above the surface represents a valid set of parameters for the
elimination of the logarithmic factor. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the logarithmic
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factor can be replaced by a constant c = 2 for as many as v = 10,000 processors,
provided that the problem size is approximately 100 giga-items or more. For a larger
constant, say c = 3, the problem size need only be 1 giga-item for v = 10,000. It can also
be seen from Figure 6 that for a smaller numbers of processors the necessary problem
size for c = 2 is much smaller. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 7 which represents
the same data as Figure 6, but for fixed c = 2. For 100 processors or less, for instance, we
see from Figure 7 that any problem size greater than about 10 mega-items is sufficient.
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Fig. 7. Two-dimensional projection of Figure 6 for fixed c = 2, clipped to v ≤ 100. The vertical axis is
log10 N .
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3.2.

Apparent Reductions in I/O Complexity

Several known lower bounds on I/O complexity contain a multiplicative factor of
log M/B (N /B). We obtain a number of results where this factor does not appear. This
can be explained by the fact that the term log M/B (N /B) is a constant when N ≥ v 1+ε b,
for 0 < ε ≤ 1, as shown by Lemma 6.
For instance, Lemma 6, together with Aggarwal and Vitter’s lower bound of ((N /
BD) log M/B (N /B)) I/Os for sorting [2], [47], implies lower bounds of (N /pBD)
I/O operations for a number of problems such as sorting, general permutation, matrix
transpose, computing FFTs, etc., when the slackness constraint N ≥ v 1+ε b is satisfied.
Lemma 6. For N ≥ v 1+ε b, where ε is a constant, 0 < ε ≤ 1, the value of log M/B (N /B)
is a constant whose value depends on ε, but not on N .
Proof.

For constant 0 < ε ≤ 1,

N ≥ v 1+ε b

(2)

⇒ N (ε+1)/ε−1 ≥ v (ε+1)/ε b(ε+1)/ε−1 .

(3)

Now, choosing c = (ε + 1)/ε ≥ 2, (3) becomes
N c−1 ≥ v c bc−1 .

(4)

Substituting v = N /M and b = B into (4) gives


M
B

c
≥

N
B

⇒ log M/B

N
≤ c.
B

We can conclude that log M/B (N /B) is a constant whose value depends on ε, but not
on N when N ≥ v 1+ε b.
So for constant ε, where 0 < ε ≤ 1, the logarithmic term is a constant of size at
most (ε + 1)/ε when N ≥ v 1+ε b.
3.3.

Basic Applications

We first present new EM-BSP algorithms, obtained from BSP algorithms via Lemma 2
and Theorem 3, for the fundamental problems of sorting, permutation, and matrix transpose. In each case the BSP algorithm uses λ = O(1) communication rounds, and
O(N /v) internal memory per processor. Since our simulation techniques require that
N ≥ v 1+ε b, the I/O complexities of the resulting parallel, EM algorithms do not exhibit
the logarithmic factor known to be present in the general case for these problems. Table 1 summarizes the performance of our EM sorting, permutation, and matrix transpose
algorithms.
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Sorting

The time complexity of sorting N items is (N lg N ) for a comparison-based model of
computation. On the PDM, sorting has been shown to have I/O complexity O((N /BD)
log M/B (N /B)) for general values of N , M, D, and B [2], [47].
Goodrich [29] has described a deterministic v processor BSP algorithm for sorting
which has a constant number of supersteps for N ≥ v 1+ε , ε > 0 a fixed constant. We
can achieve I/O complexity κ = O(N /pBD) by simulating this algorithm using the
techniques of this paper for p ≤ v, N ≥ v 2 B, and v = (D).
Alternatively, we can simulate the BSP algorithm SampleSort, due to Shi and
Schaeffer [41]. This algorithm has the following features [41]:
1. It is asymptotically optimal in computation time for N ≥ v 3 .
2. The load balancing between processors is nearly perfect in practice, and within
a factor of two in theory.
3. It causes little memory and network contention.
We use it as a basis for a parallel, EM sort.
Algorithm: SampleSort
Input: The N items to be sorted are distributed evenly among the internal memories of
the v processors of a BSP machine. Each processor has a unique label between 0 and
v − 1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The v processors each sort the N /v items in their local internal memories.
Each processor chooses v equally spaced samples from the items in its possession.
The processors each send the v samples to processor 0.
Processor 0 sorts the v 2 samples and chooses from them v equally spaced splitter
elements.
Processor 0 sends the v splitters to each of the other processors.
Each processor divides its local elements into v buckets determined by the splitter
elements.
Each processor sends the contents of bucket i to processor i for all 0 ≤ i < v.
Each processor merges the v sets of items now in its possession to produce the
final sorted order.

Lemmas 7 and 8 give the performance of algorithm SampleSort and its external
memory version algorithm EM-SampleSort, respectively, analyzed under the EM-BSP
model.
Lemma 7. BSP algorithm SampleSort uses O((N /v) log(N /v)+L) computation time,
O(g · (N /v) + L) communication time, O(N /v) local memory per processor, and O(1)
communication supersteps, provided that N /v ≥ v 2 .
Lemma 8. Let k = O(N / p). BSP algorithm SampleSort on v processors can be simulated on a p processor EM-BSP machine in O((N log(N /v))/ p +(v̄/ p)L) computation
time, O(g · (N / p) + (v̄/ p)L) communication time, and O(G · (N /pBD) + (v̄/ p)L) I/O
time, for v̄ = v/k, provided that p ≤ v, N ≥ v 2 B, D ≤ B, and B ≥ v/2.
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Since algorithm Samplesort requires N /v ≥ v 2 , we obtain I/O complexity of κ =
O(N /pBD) for algorithm EM-SampleSort for N ≥ v 2 B, v ≥ D, and B ≥ v.
3.5.

Permutation

Permutation of N items on a RAM has time complexity (N ). On the PDM, this
problem has I/O complexity (min(N /D, (N /BD) log M/B (N /B)) (see [2] and [47]).
However, we can achieve I/O complexity κ = O(N /pBD) by simulating algorithm
AlgorithmPermute, for p ≤ v, N ≥ v 2 B, and D ≤ B. For ease of exposition, we
assume that v divides N .
Algorithm: AlgorithmPermute
V is an N element vector containing items to be permuted. P is a corresponding N
element vector containing new indices for each element of V.
Input: Each processor i, 0 ≤ i ≤ (v − 1), holds an N /v element vector Vi , containing
elements i ·(N /v) to (i +1)·(N /v)−1 of V, and an N /v element vector Pi , containing
elements i · (N /v) to (i + 1) · (N /v) − 1 of P.
Output: Each processor i contains items i · (N /v) to (i + 1) · (N /v) − 1 of the permuted
vector V  .
1. Each processor i, 0 ≤ i ≤ (v −1), sends the items of Vi to the processors holding
the items indicated by Pi .
2. Each processor performs the necessary rearrangements in its local memory to
complete the calculation of P.
Algorithm AlgorithmPermute performs the indicated permutation in a single communication round consisting of an (N /v)-relation. The internal computation time is O(N /v),
and the memory used is O(N /v) per processor.
3.6.

Matrix Transpose

Transposing an n × m matrix, where N = n × m, takes (N ) time on a RAM. On the
PDM, this problem has I/O complexity ((N /BD)(log min(M, n, m, N /B)/ log(M/
B))) [2], [47]. However, we can achieve I/O complexity κ = O(N /pBD) by simulating
algorithm AlgorithmTranspose, below, for p ≤ v, N ≥ v 2 B, and D ≤ B. For ease of
exposition, we assume that v divides N .
Algorithm: AlgorithmTranspose
Let M be an n × m matrix, and let aij be the element of M in row i and column j.
Let M0 be a one-dimensional array containing the elements of M row by row, i.e.,
a11 , a12 , . . . , a1m , a21 , a22 , . . . , anm . Let M be the transpose of M, and let a ji be the
element of M in row j and column i. Let M0 be a one-dimensional array containing






the elements of M row by row, i.e., a11
, a12
, . . . , a1m
, a21
, a22
, . . . , anm
.
Input: Processor i, 0 ≤ i ≤ (v − 1), holds items i(N /v) to (i + 1)(N /v) − 1 of M0 .
Output: Processor i holds items i(N /v) to (i + 1)(N /v) − 1 of M0 .
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1. Each processor determines the destination processor for each of its items and
sends them in a single superstep to their destination.
2. Each processor inserts the received items into the appropriate positions in its
memory.
Algorithm AlgorithmTranspose transposes the matrix M in a single communication
round consisting of an (N /v)-relation. The internal computation time is O(N /v), and
the memory used is O(N /v) per processor.
3.7.

Summary

Table 2 lists a number of other important problems arising in computational geometry,
GIS, and graph algorithms, for which we report EM-BSP algorithms created by our
technique, together with their I/O complexity and that of the previously best known
algorithm for the problem. In Group B we report the same I/O complexities as previously known, after accounting for our parameter restrictions. The I/O complexities
we report in Group C are not as competitive with previous results. In each case, however, our algorithm is scalable not only in terms of the number of disks per processor
but also in terms of the number of processors used. Previous algorithms were often
not efficient in a multiprocessor environment (particularly in a distributed memory environment), and in many cases it is not clear how they could be adapted to parallel
disks.
The problems listed in Table 2 are stated briefly below. Please consult [16] and
[28] for applications and more complete definitions of these problems and for related
previous results on RAM and PRAM computation models.
1. Given a simple polygon S, the triangulation problem is to partition the interior
of S into a set of triangles by joining vertices of S with non-overlapping straight line
segments.
2. Let S be a set of line segments in the plane. The trapezoidation problem is to
decompose the plane into a set of trapezoids, based on the arrangement of the line
segments.
3. A segment tree is a data structure used to organize a set of line segments and
support various kinds of queries against the set.
4. Let S be a set of n non-intersecting line segments in the plane, and let Q be a set of
m query points. The next element search problem is to find, for each query point qi ∈ Q,
the line segment directly above qi . The endpoint dominance problem is a special case of
the next element search problem, where the query set is composed of the endpoints of
the line segments themselves.
5. Let G be an embedding of a graph in the plane. The batched planar point location
problem is to find, for each of a set of N query points qi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N , the face of G which
contains qi .
6. Given a set S of points in two-dimensional (three-dimensional) space, the 2D
(3D) convex hull problem is to find the convex polygon (polytope) which contains all
points in S and whose vertices are points in S.
7. Given a set S = {s1 , . . . , s N } of N points in two-dimensional space, the 2D
Voronoi diagram problem is to find a partition of the plane into N regions R1 , . . . , R N ,
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such that for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , region Ri contains a single point si of S, and all the
other points in Ri are closer to si than to any other point of S.
8. Given a set S of N points in two-dimensional space, the Delaunay triangulation
problem is to find a triangulation of the points in S such that for each such triangle, the
circle incribed through its vertices does not contain any other point of S.
9. Given a set S of n non-intersecting line segments in the plane, the lower envelope problem consists of computing the set of segment portions visible from the point
(0, −∞).
10. The generalized lower envelope problem is similar to 9 above, except that segments in S may intersect.
11. Given a set R of isothetic rectangles, the measure problem is to compute the
area covered by the union of R.
12. Consider a set S of n points in 3-space. For a point v let x(v), y(v), and z(v) denote
the x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and z-coordinate, respectively, of v. Point v dominates a
point w iff x(v) > x(w), y(v) > y(w), and z(v) > z(w). A point is maximal in S if it is
not dominated by any other point of S. The 3D-maxima problem consists of determining
the set of all maximal points in S.
13. Given a set S of n points in the Euclidean plane, the all nearest neighbors
problem is to determine for each point v ∈ S its nearest neighbor NN S (v) in S, where
NN S (v) is a point w ∈ S\{v} such that dist(v, w) ≤ dist(v, u), ∀u ∈ S\{v}.
14. Let S be a set of n points in the plane with some weight w(v) assigned to each
v ∈ S. The 2D-weighted dominance counting problem consists of determining for each
v ∈ S, the total weight of all points which are dominated by v.
15. Let S be a set of r pairwise disjoint m-vertex polygons. The unidirectional separability problem consists of determining all directions d such that S is separable by a
sequence of r translations in direction d, one for each polygon. The multidirectional separability problem consists of determining if S is separable by a sequence of r translations
in different directions.
16. Given a linked list  of N objects, the list ranking problem is to compute, for
each object in , its distance from the beginning of the list.
17. Given a connected graph G = (V, E), the Euler tour problem is to find a cycle
that traverses each edge of G exactly once.
18. Given a rooted tree G = (V, E), and a pair of vertices (u, v) of G, the lowest
common ancestor problem is to find the vertex w of G that is an ancestor to both u and
v and is farthest from the root.
19. The tree contraction technique is a method for constructing parallel algorithms
on trees, working from the bottom up [40].
20. The expression tree evaluation problem is to evaluate the result of an arithmetic
expression represented as an expression tree.
21. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), a connected subset of vertices is a subset
of vertices in which there is a path in G between each pair of vertices. The connected
components problem is to find the maximal connected subsets of vertices in G.
22. Given a planar graph G = (V, E), the spanning forest problem is to form a
spanning tree for each connected component of G.
23. Given a connected undirected graph G = (V, E), the ear decomposition problem
[12] is to find an ordered partition of E into r simple paths P1 , . . . , Pr such that P1 is
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a cycle, and for each i, 2 ≤ i ≤ r , Pi is a simple path whose endpoints belong to
P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pi−1 , but with none of its internal vertices belonging to Pj , for j < i. The
open ear decomposition problem is similar, but none of the Pi , for i > 1, is a cycle.
24. Given a connected undirected graph G = (V, E), the bi-connected components
problem is to find the maximal connected subsets of vertices of G which remain connected
when any single edge is deleted.
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